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Pindika's famous gift of the Vetavana Park "to the order
of mendicants with the Buddha at their head. '* To the
left is the park which labourers are strewing with gold coin*,
la the foreground is a cart from which two bullocks are
unyoked, while two men are engaged in unloading it
of the gold coins. In the centre Antaha Pandifai btandh.
holding in his hands the golden vessel to pour on the
teacher's hands as an act of donation—the teacher being
represented by a sacred mango tree miraculously
sprung from a stone of mango eaten by the Buddha. ThV
two buildings represent (by an anachronism) the Oandha,
and Kosamba temples.
The 26th suchi is a monkey-elephant scene corre-
sponding to the one on its West face. The monkeys are
evidently finding their means of locomotion a bit trouble-
some.
Close to the entrance to the gallery are three pillars iu
the North-West corner—Nos. 17, 18, 19,—and three in the
North-East corner.   Of the sculptures of the three pillars
to our left as we face the door, the most interesting are the
recumbent humped cattle in the upper half medallion of
pillar 19 facing South, and the figure of Chulakota Devata
on the North face of pillar 17.   The reader will notice
how, despite the almost modern ornaments, how little the
figure resembles a modern Hindu woman.   Behind these
segregated pillars, according to tie official guide, are three
medallions fixed into the North wall, these are now arranged
on a table in ihegaljery on the South side of the Museum:
•  1.   A view of a temple with two palms.
2.   ' 'The elephant birth. *'
"la tames past, when Raja Brahmadatta reigned in Benares, there lived
in a certain pond a gigantic crab.   Near this pond, which was named
after the crab, there lived a herd of elephants under a king or leader of
their own*   Whenever the herd went down to the pond to feed on the
roots of the lotus, the great crab would seize one of them by the hind
leg and hold it fast until it died from exhaustion, when the crab would
feed on the carcass at its leisure.   Now it happened at this time that
Bodhieat was conceived  in the womb of the Queen Elephant, who
retired to a secluded part of the forest, and in due course gave birth to
the 4 Discoverer of $uth'.   When Bodhisatgrew up, he chose a large
female elephant for his mate, and taking with him his mother and Me
mate, he proceeded to the neighbourhood of the crab to pay a visit to
his father.   When Bodhisat Beard that the o»b was in the habit of
killing many t# th» eldphante tba't wetfT down to th# pond, to* R«?d to

